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$O(r^{-3})$
Distance Correction

• Inspired by the correction technique in computational physics [Elliot 86]

\[ r' = \sqrt{r^2 + z^2_0} \]

corrected distance \quad distance \quad correction factor
Results
Simple Test Cases

- Various measured materials
- Comparisons with Monte Carlo simulation
- Highly directional lighting
Simple Test Cases
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- **standard dipole**
- **better dipole**
- **quantized**
- **our model**

**X-axis:**
- apple
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**Y-axis:**
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- 0.0
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Failure Case

- Low albedo materials (e.g., Cranberry juice)
Conclusions

• First BSSRDF which...
  • Considers incoming light direction
  • Requires no precomputation
  • Provides fully analytical solution

• Far more accurate than previous models
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